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Introduction

Welcome to the 7 WOD Performance Activators.

Whether you’re a new started to Crossfit, or have been for
years, I’m sure that you’ll find this special report useful. In
my experience with the many athletes I’ve helped, I notice a
common trend of mistakes when it comes to nutrition, and
given that nutrition is the foundation to your WOD
performance, it’s important that we take it seriously. But…
there’s a lot of misinformation out there. It’s my aim to help
you get the right information, but not only that, help you
apply it in a way that is easy for you.

Paleo In A Box: Performance Nutrition for Crossfit Athletes, is a complete
digital nutrition system designed specifically to help Crossfit athletes reach optimum
performance while at the same time assisting with health, fat loss and a host of
other key areas.

My aim is to provide you with some great value from this report, where I break down
some important WOD Performance Activators. If you’re new, they all may be new
for you, for others you may know of some.

I’ve also included links to some videos I’ve been recording so that if you’d like to go
in a bit deeper you can do.

Just like the Crossfit community is so brilliant at supporting each other, I’d like you to
support your friends by passing this report to anyone you think would benefit.

Remember though these Activators are 100% useless, yes you’ve guessed it,
unless you ACTIVATE them. Combined, they work brilliantly together and you will
see results.

I look forward to teaching you within my Paleo In A Box: Performance Nutrition
for Crossfit Athletes training course. I’d also like to connect with you via
facebook, twitter and pinterest!

All the best

Justin Lord
Master Trainer
Paleo In A Box

http://indxpage.paleobox.hop.clickbank.net
http://indxpage.paleobox.hop.clickbank.net
http://www.facebook.com/paleoinabox
http://www.twitter.com/paleoinabox
http://www.pinterest.com/paleoinabox


WOD Performance Activator #1
Stop Drinking This Common Drink Post WOD

So, today was your hardest WOD ever (or so it seems), you put your all into every
exercise and every set. Ever stopped to think about what effect that had on your
body? Of course not, apart from the fact that you worked so hard that you can only
do better right?

Well, to an extent, but what you do for the other 23 hours of the day has a MASSIVE
impact on your performance, particularly post-workout. You see, if you’re a caffeine
drinker (coffee, tea or even one of those ‘pick-me-up drinks), the absolute worst
thing you can do is to drink caffeine post workout!

When you work so hard during your WOD you increase your levels of Cortisol; a
stress hormone. Now this isn’t so bad if handled in the correct way, post workout. By
drinking caffeine after your workout you simply add to these already high levels of
Cortisol and begin to reverse all of the good things you did to your body by
exercising in the first place!

If you worked hard enough during your WOD you shouldn’t need to wake yourself
up!

WOD Performance Activator #2
Food Rotation & Digestion

You’re wasting your time and money! Harsh? Nope! Remember I’m here to help.

You might enjoy your Crossfit, don’t we all. But wouldn’t it be nice to be a bit leaner
and almost guarantee an improvement in performance time and time again?

You could be spending hundreds of pounds on organic foods and the latest
performance enhancing supplements but if you can’t absorb them then it’s all
destined for the toilet I’m afraid!

Let’s put it another way. I spend countless hours responding to emails of the
greatest detail. These guys are telling me the innermost working of their current diet
(performance or otherwise). Their detail is incredible. Salt intake, water intake,
grams of carbs, grams of protein, vegetables they avoid… EVERTHING! BUT,
they’re stuck with both their performance and physique results. They feel sluggish,
depressed, down and can’t work out why they’re not ‘ripped’. At first glance and on
the face of it, they should be getting great results, they’ve tweeked alot.

What they’re expecting in a reply is for me to maybe cut water, do a simple swap



from cauliflower to broccoli or maybe even swap their brand of protein powder. NOT
SO. The simple and effective solution is to sort out and repair the GUT!

How can anyone expect to perform at their best or have that ripped physique if they
can’t actually absorb the food they put into their body, the very tools to build, repair
and performance enhance! Ever wonder why so many guys turn to steroid use in
desperation for results?

In simple terms, you could have the best diet in the world and take a vast array of
the best supplements, but if you can’t absorb it, you’re throwing money away!

By fixing many peoples’ digestive disorders (unfortunately most of us have problems
and don’t even know it, through stress, deadlines, poor sleep, dehydration, too
many carbs and sugar and much much more) I have personally witnessed
decreases in body fat, improvements in health, surges in strength, sudden muscle
growth AND skin so radiant they begin to glow! All these benefits from one simple
step! So, how do YOU get all this?

Step 1
STOP eating chicken salad after chicken salad. One of the most common mistakes
of people eating a ‘paleo’ diet or healthy eating regime!

Rotate your foods as much as possible, particularly animal proteins. Make a plan for
the week and plan out what meat you’ll be eating that day. For instance:

Monday: Beef
Tuesday: Chicken
Wednesday: lamb
Thursday: Pork
Friday: Venison
Saturday: Oily Fish
Sunday: Turkey

Not rotating your foods can cause allergies and intolerances!

Step 2
Take HCL (hydrochloric acid) and digestive enzymes.
Stress (as indicated above) knocks down our own production of HCL so be sure to
take a couple with your food and if you feel a warm feeling through your digestive
tract 10-15 mins after your meal then you’re less stressed and starting to produce
your own HCL. It’s wise to add in some digestive enzymes too at this stage. For
more on this check out this post… http://www.paleodietinabox.com/crossfit-
nutrition/hcl-supplement/

Step 3
Add in a prebiotics and probiotics formula at the end of every day.

http://www.paleodietinabox.com/crossfit-nutrition/hcl-supplement/


Step 4
Begin to repair your gut by supplementing with ‘Glutamine’ Post workout (this will
also help with recovery from your WOD).

WOD Performance Activator #3
Turning Up Your Alkalinity = You Faster & Stronger

Do you ever get...

Lack of energy?
Tiredness?
Poor performance?
Fatigue?
Stubborn fat loss?
Low body temp?
Frequent colds?
Stomach acid?
Aches pains?
Sugar cravings?

These are all signs of an imbalance in the body!

So, what causes it? Unfortunately, it’s our acidic lifestyles and too much acidic foods
without any regard to balancing this out. And why don’t we balance it out? Because
nobody knows about it!

Hardcore WOD’s, lack of green leafy vegetables (alkaline producing foods) and too
much meat, eggs, milk, sugar, flour (acid producing foods), inability to react to
stressful situations calmly all increase the acidity of the blood creating an
environment conducive to poor feelings of wellbeing, disease and poor performance
and basically not being able to do your best.

We all know about how your body strives to maintain a level core temperature but a
little known scale that your body strives to maintain a certain point on is the PH
scale. A scale that runs from 1-14 (1 being highly acidic and 14 being highly
alkaline) and your body is trying to maintain 7.365, SLIGHTLY ALKALINE.

As your blood begins to creep below that figure your blood becomes thick, sludgy
and slow. If your blood is thick, sludgy and slow, you will be too! Performance goes
out of the window! Add to that the fact that disease thrives in this acidic
environment!

http://www.paleodietinabox.com


How does the body compensate for this? It tries to balance this acidity with its
own stores of alkaline minerals, in particular, by drawing it from BONE! Anybody
for osteoporosis?

How do you combat this?

#1 REDUCE STRESS

#2 EAT MORE GREEN FOODS, SMOOTHIES, SIDE SALAD at each meal

#3 ENSURE YOU’RE NOT OVER EXERCISING (for optimum performance you
need some rest days...I know, I know, I hate it too!)

#4 EAT PROTEIN WITH NON STARCHY VEG (NO BREAD/POTATO)

#5 EAT FRUIT ON ITS OWN

#6 TRY CUTTING OUT MEAT 1 X PER WEEK AND GIVE YOUR DIGESTION A
REST

#7 THE MOST SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE WAY TO REDUCE ACIDITY IS TO
DRINK A GREENS DRINK THROUGHOUT THE DAY, PARTICULARLY AFTER
YOUR WOD!

WOD Performance Activator #4
Your Perfect Hydration Level

Want strength? Then drink up! All the research shows that the more you drink
that harder and longer you can train.

Not to mention fat loss. A hydrated liver is an efficient one and the liver is a highly
important organ involved in the fat burning process!

Research also indicates that dehydration causes cardiovascular stress and
decrease in muscular metabolism. How are those muscle-ups coming on?

Think you can hydrate with a sports drink? Think again. They’re loaded with sugar
and undecipherable ingredients that will REDUCE your performance, stop you
releasing fat for fuel and actually get you storing MORE.

So, how much is enough? Studies show that 5 glasses over 2 glasses per day of
water (get yourself a filter) reduces your risk of heart disease by 54% but that’s
still not enough. Shoot for 39ml/kg of body weight and watch your WOD times
come down!

http://www.paleodietinabox.com


WOD Performance Activator #5
Optimizing Your Post Workout Nutrition

CrossFit is responsible for numerous benefits including health and aesthetics and
while yoga or similar activities affect our hormones in a positive way providing
balance and reducing Cortisol (stress hormone produced by the zona fasciculata
in the adrenal glands) levels, CrossFit, for all the good it provides, is a
considerable physiological stressor most interestingly in the form of muscle micro-
damage (micro tears) and glycogen depletion (carbohydrates stored in the muscle
and liver) which isn’t a bad thing since it means that the exercise has produced a
stimulus to change or adapt to the stress forced upon it. This promotes lean tissue
growth and improvements in strength or aerobic capacity depending on the type of
session undertaken. In other words, our WOD times will come down.

However, this is only one side of the coin. Let me put this simply. Leaving your
body to undertake this task of ‘rebuild’ on its own without the tools it needs to do
so can be likened to you having planning permission in place to build a house, a
builder recruited to do the work but leaving him without the raw materials; the
bricks, to even start the job. This is how important post exercise nutrition is to your
CrossFit lifestyle to enable you to reach your fullest potential.

So, since you’ve broken your muscle down, depleted glycogen and stimulated the
immune system to clear up the mess it makes sense that our post workout
nutrition should comprise predominantly these two macro nutrients.

So I should just eat a steak and a potato right?

No. Firstly, when we exercise intensely we increase production of adrenaline
which satisfies a low blood sugar in itself thus reducing appetite making a solid
meal less desirable for many of us after a session. Add to this the fact that we
need to deliver the post exercise nutrients as quickly as possible; whole foods take
just too long to break down. Our ‘window of opportunity’ is gradually diminished
the longer we leave it before having our post workout nutrition, therefore if a whole
foods meal can deliver its nutrients to where it’s needed some 2-3 hours after its
eaten then proper glycogen repletion and protein repair will be severely
diminished.

Enter liquid nutrition. If ingested immediately post workout, the nutrients can reach
the muscle around 30-60 minutes later! The faster the nutrients reach the muscle,
the better your chances of building and repair so it makes sense to choose a
protein which is absorbed quickly and effectively and the same goes for the
carbohydrates.

www.PaleoDietInaBox.com
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My choices of liquid protein (powder) would be whey protein isolates and
hydrolysates and my choice of carbohydrate would be maltodextrin for the reasons
stated above.

The next question is how much of each. This will always be up for debate with
individuals and with individuals in different sporting arenas but I will come from the
standpoint of my experience, optimal recovery and repair while being sensitive to
maintaining a lean physique and preventing any carbs being stored as fat.
Therefore I recommend a liquid meal immediately post workout of:

    0.8g of carbohydrates per kilogram of bodyweight
    0.4g of protein per kilogram of bodyweight

You’ll notice a 2;1 ratio. So for an 80 kg individual you would have 64g of
carbohydrates and 32g of protein already prepared and weighed the night before
or in the morning in a shaker ready to mix with water immediately post WOD. I
prefer to buy my whey protein isolate and maltodextrin to ensure i get the correct
ratio and weight specific to me.

Following your post workout shake I recommend that you have a prepared (if
you’re out and about) whole foods meal ready for you to eat around 90 minutes
later consisting of lean protein, vegetables and fat.

The post workout solutions I’ve given you, forms part of an all-round good nutrition
plan. They will help you move closer to your performance goals but there’s 23
hours left in the day in which things can go really well or horribly wrong! So
remember not to isolate the information and hypothesise that this will completely
turn your recovery around. Remember that good, whole foods nutrition, sleep,
recovery, getting outside and stress reduction all play their part. This information
will help but it’s only one piece of the performance puzzle.

I have used bodyweight instead of Lean Body Mass (LBM) to keep it simple for
most users and suggest that no fat is added at this time since fat will only slow the
breakdown and increase the time it takes for the nutrients to reach the desired
location.

To take this further you may want to have some blueberries or other high
antioxidant fruit available to help reduce inflammation and oxidative stress, but
only have these handy to eat after the protein/carb post workout shake has been
digested around 60 minutes later.



WOD Performance Activator #6
Start Cooking With & Consuming This Super Oil

There’s only two oils in my cupboard. The first is extra virgin olive oil (don’t cook with
it) and the second is coconut oil. I want to tell you about coconut oil.

The benefits of this ‘wonder oil’ include Heart Health, improved Immune system,
Glowing skin, Healthy thyroid, decreased cholesterol, Increased metabolism,
Increased fat loss and reduced waist size due to its ability impact upon
visceral fat the fat around your organs BUT, here’s the golden nugget...

How would you like to have all the fat loss benefits above AND have improved
performance through increased energy WITHOUT the insulin spike that comes with
high sugar drinks, pasta, bread, banana’s and such like with the subsequent crash
in energy levels and then a sudden desire to reach for another high sugar snack to
bring you back up? Well, YOU CAN!

Just by cutting out the sugar and starches and cooking (or even eating it right off the
spoon) with this perfect oil the fat will be used directly by the liver as energy. That’s
right, NONE is stored as fat!

The secret is in the ‘medium chain’ molecule (MCT’s) and its high content of ‘Lauric
Acid’. Oh, and did I mention you can use it as a moisturiser? Just don’t go licking
your face, people will stare!

For more on this check out my video blog here
http://www.paleodietinabox.com/crossfit-nutrition/coconut-oil/

WOD Performance Activator #7
Planning & Preparation

A level blood sugar level is crucial in the battle against stress, fat gain and those
high WOD times and it also prevents you reaching for those high sugar and
starchy snacks which have you dragging your arms to Crossfit closely followed by a
‘pick-me-up’.

The key is to plan and prepare. Prepare a lunch box for your next day the night be-
fore and graze on it throughout, from breakfast to evening meal.

Sling in some veggies, some protein and flavour that bad boy up, click the lid (don’t
forget a fork) and away you go. Level blood sugar, increased energy, vibrancy and
no need to head to the pub at lunchtime and you’ve also got something ready to eat
90 minutes after your session (optimum time to eat a solid meal).

http://www.paleodietinabox.com/crossfit-nutrition/coconut-oil/


Hungry for More?
Something Special is Being Cooked Up!

Click Here Now
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